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Abst rac t - - In  this note, we study the causal (anticausal) generalized Riesz potential  of order (*: 
R~f  (Ra4f) of the function f E S (cf. (1.8) and (1.9), respectively'). The distr ibutional functions 
R~f  (Ra4f) are causal (anticausal) analogues of the a-dimensional  potentials in the ultrahyperbol ic 
space defined by Nozaki (cf. [1, p. 85]). Therefore, we define the generalized causal (anticausal) Riesz 
derivative of order c~ of a function a by, the formula (D~f ) (z )  = (1/dn,e(a))(T~f)c(z), (~ C C, g is a 
nonnegat ive integer, ~ > a > 0 and a 7 ~ 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  where d,,e(c~) and (Tgf)c(Z) are given by (2.4) 
and (2.1)~ respectively. 
Theorem 2 expresses that  D~R~Af = .~.IUc ~+~ + •~'/.t~ ~+~,  , where btc, a~ = eP~',A" f, ~['~!',.a = 
R CR A f = R C f ,  (* ¢ n+2r ,  r = 0 ,1 , . . . .  Similarlv,~ we r i /Cn(a), Theorem 3 says that  a -2/,, a -2k  
a -2k  Ra-2k  ~e . have Theorem 4: RARc f = c a, c, ¢ n + 2r, r = 0, 1 . . . .  Theorem 5 expresses that  (cf. 
(3.5)) R~(R~Af) + R~a(R~cf) = IglR~+~ I + I(2FgaA+*~f, f E S. Finally, Theorem 6 expresses that  
a+3 the following formula is valid: D~(Da4f) + Da4(DGcf) = C'ID c f + C'2D~+~f,  where Cl and ('2 
appear in (3.13). © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All r ights reserved 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Let t = (t l ,  t2, • • •, t.~) be a point of the n -d imens iona l  Euc l idean space R ~. 
Consider a nondegenerate quadratic form in n variables of the form 
2 _ t2 9 P = P(t)  = t21 +. , .  + t ,  p+l . . . .  t~+q, 
where p + q = n. 
We define the causal  (ant icausal)  d istr ibut ion Hg(P  + iO, n) as fol lows (cf. [2, p. 39~): 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
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where a is a complex number and the distributions (P  -t- iO) A are defined by the formula (cf. [3, 
p. 274]) 
(P  ± i0) A = lira IP  + ixlt]2~ ~ , (1.a) 
~__a  0 - 
e > 0 and {tl e = tf  + . . .  + 
It is useful to state an equivalent definition of the distributions (P  + iO) A. In this definition, 
there appears the distribution 
{P a, if P>_O, P~- = O, if P < O, 
pX = )" O, i fP>O,  
- ( ( -P) '~, i fP<O.  
(1.4) 
We can prove, without difficulty, that  the following formula is valid: 
(P :k iO) ~ = P~+ + e i~P~_ .  (1.5) 
From this formula, we conclude immediately that 
(P  + i0) ~ = (P  - i0) ~ = p~ (1.6) 
when A = k = positive integer. 
We start by observing that the distributional functions H, (P  i iO, n) (cf. (1.2)) are the causal 
(anticausal) analogues of the elliptic kernel due to Riesz (cf. [4]). 
The distributions Ha (P  i i0, n) share many properties with the Riesz kernel of which they are 
(causal, anticausal) analogues. 
The Fourier transforms of H~(P -4- iO, n) are (cf. [2, p. 39, formula (II,3;3)]): 
.F[H(~(P±iO, n)] dAf 1 ~ e_i(x,y)H~(P±iO, n )dx  
, ,  
(Q T io) -"/2 (1.7) 
(2 )n/2 , 
where, as always, we write 
2 2 2 Q = y21 + .. .  4- yp - Yp+l . . . . .  Yp+q. 
The causal generalized Riesz potential of order c~ of a function f E S is, by definition (cf. [5]), 
R~f  = H~(P 4- iO, n) • f, (1.8) 
here c~ is a complex number. 
Similarly, we define the anticausal generalized Riesz potential of order a of a function f ~ S 
as follows: 
R~f  = H~(P  - iO, n) • f. (1.9) 
The distributional functions R~f  (R~f )  are causal (anticausal) analogues of the c~-dimensional 
potentials in the ultrahyperbolic space defined by Nozaki (cf. [1, p. 85]) as the convolution 
where 
• ce = ¢PA(C) * f ,  (1.10) 
I4_ 
(I)~(C)- Cn(o~)' (1.11) 
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.,..,~i-r~ = (t21 +...+t2_tp+12 . . . . .  tp+q)'2 , (a-n) /2,  tl >0 ,  tl < 0, p+q=n,  ~:uld 
7r ('~-~)/2 r ( (2  - a - n ) /2 )  F((1 - a ) /2 )  r(a,) 
C,~(a) = r ( (2+a-p) /2 )  r ( (p -  <t)/2) (1.12) 
Putt ing p = 1 in (1.11) and (1.12), we obtain 
u(~-~)/2 if t ~ F+, 
0, i f t  ~ F+. 
(1.13) 
Here u = t21 - t~ . . . .  t,~. 
F+ designates the interior of the forward cone: F+ = {t E IR '~ : ~1 > 0, U, > 0} and N,~(a) = 
~(,-2)/2 2a - ,F ( (a  _ n + 2) /2)F(a /2) ,  (cf. [4, p. 33]). M~(,u) is, precisely, the hyperbolic kernel 
of Riesz (cf. [6, p. 186]). 
By putt ing n = 1 in A[~ (u) and taking into account Legendre's duplication formula of F(z): 




Ia(u)= C(a) ' i f t  >0 ,  
0. if t < 0, 
(1.15) 
z~(~) -  C -')/'~ 
r(o) ' 
where t(+ ~-1)/2 is the distr ibution t~_ for A = ((~- 1)/2, (cf. [3, p. 48]). I~(u) is the singub~r kernel 
of Riemann-Liouvi l le (cf. [4, p. 10; 7, p. 115]). 
Putt ing q = 0 in the definitory formula of H~(P ± iO, n) (cf. (1.2)), we obtain the elliptic: kernel 
(,f Riesz (cf. [4, pp. 16-21]): 
'F c~ - -  ,'i 
where  7 "2 = I~12 : tl ~ - . . .  = t~, and 
c~(~) = '~/~ 2~ r(~/2) (1.17) 
c((,~ - ~)/2) 
SECT ION 2 
Let c~ be a complex number, a ¢ - (n /2 )  - k, k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  a < g, g a nonnegative integer and 
let f be a function belonging to S (S is the Schwartz space of infinitely differentiable functions 
on R n, decreasing at infinity faster that  Ixl -~), and let T['f be the following operator defined as 
(2~ f )c  (x) / (p + i0)-(~+~)/2 e = {(At f ) (x)  } dt, 
JR r l  
(2.1) 
{ > (x > 0 and 
g 
k=0 
'cf. [8]). T~.f will be called in tile following, the hypersingular causal integral in differences of f .  
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We observe that the formula (2.1) is a causal analogue of the singular integral defined by Samko 
(cf. [8, p. 1021]). 
Formula (2.1) defines a temperate distribution, and its Fourier transform is given by the equa- 
tion 
.7" [Tg f ] = d,~,e(oe)(Q - iO)~/z.T[f], (2.3) 
here 
u(n/2)+l Ae(a) e i(u/2)q 
r(1 + a/2) r((n + a)12) sin(Trc~/2)' for a # 2, 4 , . . . ,  
: (2.4) 
d,,e(a) (-1) ~/2 7r n/2 21-a e i0r/2)q d 
~Ae(a) ,  for a = 2,4, . . . ,  
e (ke)(-1)kk ~ (cf. [9, formula (I,2;7)]). Fornmla (2.4) coincides with (cf. [9]). Here Ae(a) = •k=0 
the formula (I,2;6) of [10, p. 731, and, also, it coincides when q = 0, with Samko's formula for 
Riesz potentials (cf. [8, p. 1091, formula (3)]). 
It is easily verified that if ct = 1, 3 , . . . ,  then dn,g = O. 
We define the generalized causal Riesz derivative of order a of a function f belonging to S by 
the formula 
1 
(D~f) (x) - d,~,e(a) (T~f)c  (x), (2.5) 
a E C, g is a nonnegative integer, g > a > 0 and ct ~ 1, 3, 5, . . . .  
Then, from (2.3), we arrive at 
jr [D~f] = (Q - iO)~/2Jz[f]. (2.6) 
In the same manner, we have 
(z) : ~ , , (P -  iO) -('*+a)/2 {Aff(z)} dt, (TTf)A 
.T[(T~ f)A (x)] = dn,e(a)(Q + iO)~/'2.Y[f]; 




(D~f) (x) - -  dn,e(ct) (T~f)A (x), 
where dn,e(ee) is given by (2.4). 
Then, from (2.8), we have 
jr [D~f] = (Q + iO)~/2S[f]. 




Also, we have proved that (cf. [9]) 
Ct C~ DcRcf  = f, (2.11) 
D~R~4 f = f. (2.12) 
D~f  = H_~(P + iO, n) . f (2.13) 
and 
D~f  = H_c~(P - iO, n) * f. (2.14) 
In what follows, we shall consignate several results relatives to the convolution of the distribu- 
tions (P 4- i0) a (cf. (1.3)). In fact, we can enunciate the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. (See [11, p. 25, formula  (II,7;3)].) 
HYPOTHESIS. Let o' and/3 be complex numbers ,  different from - r ,  r = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  ((~: n ) /2  and  
(?~ ~0/2 different f rom -k  and -n /2  - k, k = 0, 1 , . . . .  
FIle:SIS. The tbllowing formula is valid: 
_ = Np ~',+(;~-'')/'2 (2.15) (P  + iO)(~,_,~)/, e • (p  ,i0)(;3_~,)/2 Mp++(~ ,)/2 + . _ 
under the conditions (*, fl, and ct +/3  # ~z + 2r, r = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  o and  fl 7; '~ - 2k. ~' (1.1,2 . . . . .  
(~, and i3 # -2~', ~ 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  
3[  = ~I(o,, /~, u,) and N = N(a, /3 , )~)  are def ined in [11, p. 26. tbrmulae  (II,7:5) and (II, 7;6)]. 
SECT ION 3 
In t im fol lowing, we shal l  prove Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. HYPOTHESIS. Let a" and fl be cornplex numbers  different f i 'om - r. J' - il. I, 2 , . . . .  
((~ - ,0 /2  and (/~ - ,0 /2  different f rom -k  and -n /2  - k, k = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . .  
Tf lE ( IREM 2. THESIS.  
'~ Mb{ -<~+~ ,Vb/~ <'+~3 (3.1) DCRA,f  = C + : , -  ' 
wl~ere D~: is the generalized causal Riesz deriw~tive of order o (of (2.5)), and l?*J~., is the anticausal 
potential of order /3 ,  f a function belonging to S. 
Here bt~} is defined by 
~//c~ def 
C = (I)~,* f ,  
Ivh (q'(! 
I + 
r+ = t~ +. .  
o 2 




2 t2 2 (c, , ) /2  . . . . . .  tp+q)  ct - , ,  = (t2 __. +tp  p+l 1+ 
/.a/~ def c* 
= (I)A * f ,  
,l,(t -- tt 
C ct 
') 2 _ t 2 2 I" = t T +. . .  + tp p+l . . . . .  tT)+q < O, 
2 2 ,2 \ (Oe-- r~)/2 
r '~-n  : ( t  2 + . . .  + tp  - -  tp+ 1 . . . . .  gp+q)  
t~ > 0, p + q n. 
t t <0 ,  p+q=~.  
and C,~(c~) is the constant defined by (1.12). 
Pf~ooF.  Thes is  (3.1) follows easi ly f rom (2.3), (1.6), and Theorem 1. 
NOTE. We observe that  Theorem 2 gives an interest ing re lat ion between the u l t rahyperbo l i c  
Riesz potent ia l  def ined by Nozak i  (cf. [1, p. 85]) and our genera l ized ant icausa l  Riesz potent iM 
(or. (1.9)). 
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THEOREM 3. Let 7~ be the generalized causal Riesz potential of order a, defined by (1.9), 
where ct is a complex number different from n + 2r, r = O, 1, 2 . . . ,  and T¢74 2k be the generalized 
anticausal Riesz potential of order -2k,  k = 1, 2 , . . . .  
Then the following formula is valid: 
-2k  a -2k  
7~C7~A f = 7~ c f. (3.2) 
PROOF. We have, taking into account [2, p. 39, formula (II,3;3)], 
5r ~ -2k [']~C']'~A f ]  = ,)L'-[7"~] • ,~- [nA2kf ]  
(Q - i0)-,~1'2 (Q + io) k 
= (2w)~/2  (2rc),~/2 • f ' [ f ]  
(O - i0) -~12 (Q - io) k 
= (2~.)n/2 (2~-)n/2 " .Y(f) 
1 7 
- (2~p/ iY (nc) .  
= (27r)n/2 " 1 c,-2k f f) 
= 0: 
for a C n + 2r, r = 0,1 . . . . .  
Therefore, we have from the preceding formula and the unicity theorem for Fourier transform 
that  
a -2k  c~-2k 
ncT~ A f= (3.3) 7Q f. 
Similarly, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let T~4 be the generalized anticausal Riesz potential of order a defined by (1.9) 
and let 7gc 2k be the generalized causal potential of order -2k,  h = 1, 2 , . . . ,  defined by (1.8). 
Then the following formula is vaBd: 
7~ ~-2k ,  T~,- 2ke (3.4) A I~c J = C a, 
for a ¢ n + 2r, r = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . .  
The following theorem is.wflid. 
THEOREM 5. Let a and/3 be the complex numbers, and let ~ ,  (T~) be the generalized causal 
(anticausal) Riesz potential of order A. 
The following formula is valid: 
where f E S. 
PROOF. Taking into account the definitory formulae (1.8) and (1.9), we obtain 
7Z~ 
(3.6) 
+ Ha(P  - iO, 'n) * H/3(P + iO, n) * f. 
Therefore, we have 
iO)-~/'2 y[f] Y 
+ (O + io)-(~/2(O _ iO)-e/2T[f]. 
(3.7) 
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a2, ~)  ((2 + {0)-<"+"~)/~m[f] 
/ 
z j  
(3.8) 
I¢(A ÷/~) 
A(A, p,) 1 (3.9) 
J-c(,~ + i~) 
B(A,/z)  = 1 + t¢(A)K( I  0 , (3.10) 
r(A)r(~ - A) 
K(,~) - 2~-~:--  ' (:}.11) 
From (3.8) and the identity theorem of the Fourier trans%rms, we conclude 
<¢{!, £AJ  +r¢A g f =a  2 2' '2 - ' 
formula (3.12) is precisely the thesis of Theorem 5. 
Sinfilarly, we obtain a theorem concerning with the generalized causal and anticausal Riesz 
deriw~tives. In fact, we have the following. 
TtlEOREM 6. Let (:t and [~ be complex numbers and let D~,, and D A be the causal an(l anti('ausa] 
Riesz derivatives of order a and/3, respectivel<, defined hY (2.5) and (2.9). 
The following fbnnula is vvflid: 
D'*c D~. .f + D A D~,f. A , c' • + B _ '  D'.i+'~.l  (3.13) 
PROOF. From (2.13) and (2.14), we have 
H_9(P- iO,'n) , 
-t H_~(P - i0 ,  ~z) * H_a(P +'iO,'t 0 * ]. 
From the above fornmla, we obtMn 
+ (O + i0)<'/2(O ,iO)•12I[.f]. 
Taking into account tt~e formula (I,2;34) of [12], we have 
+ B ~, (Q -i0)~+~W2.)c[f]. 
where A(A, Is) and B(A, #) are defined by (3.9) and (3.10), respectively. 





which is tile thesis of Theorem 6. 
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